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“You don’t understand anything until you
learn it more than one way.”
Marvin Minsky

Preface
This is the documentation for the examples contained in the JASP
Data Library. The data sets are available from JASP both in .jasp
format and in .csv format. This documentation will grow over time,
and therefore we have added a version number to the book title.

Structure and Contents
The structure of this documentation follows the layout of the JASP
ribbon: the first parts deal with Descriptives, T-tests, ANOVA, Regression, Frequencies, and Factor Analysis, whereas the remaining parts
concern various JASP modules, namely Meta-Analysis, Network
Analysis, and Structural Equation Modeling.
The example data sets come from various sources. For educational
purposes we have included the material from two popular statistical
textbooks, Field (2017) and Moore et al. (2012). This means it is now
easy for teachers and students to use JASP and analyze the classic
‘Looks or Personality’ example from Andy Field, or the ‘College
Success’ example from Moore, McCaib, and Craig. We also added the
original example data sets that JASP users may be familiar with (ever
wonder what the ‘Kitchen Rolls’ data set was all about?). A number
of publicly available data sets have been added as well.

Copyright
Most data sets contained in the JASP Data Library are already publicly available because they have been presented in academic articles
and books. The legal consensus is that such data are facts and therefore do not fall under copyright protection. An exception concerns
data that have not been collected but constructed in order to serve
an educational purpose, as is the case for most data sets from Andy
Field’s popular course books. For these data sets, the source is acknowledged as follows:
“This data set comes from Field, A. P. (2017). Discovering Statistics Using IBM SPSS Statistics (5th ed.). London: Sage. The data

Figure 1: JASP: A fresh way
to do statistics. Download
JASP for free at http://jaspstats.org.
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set was constructed by Andy Field who therefore owns the copyright. Andy Field generously agreed that we can include the data
set in the JASP data library. This data set is also publicly available on the website that accompanies Andy Field’s book: https:
//edge.sagepub.com/field5e. Without Andy Field‘s explicit consent,
this data set may not be distributed for commercial purposes, this data
set may not be edited, and this data set may not be presented without
acknowledging its source (i.e., the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND license;
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/). ”

The Need for Documentation Guidelines
Our experience with the analysis of publicly available data suggests
that there is an urgent need for standard guidelines that encourage
systematic and comprehensive documentation. Without such guidelines, the analysis often becomes a frustrating exercise in encryption.1
Oftentimes, the data could not have been properly analyzed without
assistance from the original authors. This undesirable state of affairs
is why we have developed the JASP Data Documentation Format
described below. This format provides a list of minimal requirements
for how data ought to be documented, one that may need to be expanded for particular data sets (such as those from neuroscience).
The proposed format is concrete and focuses purely on documentation (see the FAIR guidelines2 for complementary advice concerning
data storage).

For empirical support, see for instance
Hardwicke et al. (2018).

1

2

Wilkinson et al. (2016).

3

JDDF templates are available online at

The JASP Data Documentation Format
Each chapter in this book documents a single data set using the
JASP Data Documentation Format (JDDF).3 The JDDF contains the
following elements:
I. Description. A brief summary of the data set in order to provide
context. Example:
This data set, Glasgow Norms, provides a set of normative ratings of 5, 553 English words on nine psycholinguistic dimensions.
Specifically:
“The Glasgow Norms are a set of normative ratings for 5,553
English words on 9 psycholinguistic dimensions: arousal,
valence, dominance, concreteness, imageability, familiarity, age
of acquisition, semantic size, and gender association (...) for
any given subset of words, the same participants provided
ratings across all 9 dimensions (32 participants/word, on
average).” (Scott et al. 2019, p. 2).

II. Purpose. A brief statement of the purpose that the data may serve.
Example:

https://osf.io/bjmrg/
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The purpose of the original study was to develop a substantial set of
standardized, freely available, psycholinguistic materials. Scott et al.
(2019) state that
“Overall, the Glasgow Norms provide a valuable resource,
in particular, for researchers investigating the role of word
recognition in language comprehension” (Scott et al. 2019,
p. 2).
Here we use this data set to demonstrate Bayesian Pearson’s
correlation. Specifically, we will estimate how the psycholinguistic
dimensions relate to each other. For example, are words that are
rated higher on the Dominance dimension rated as more masculine
or feminine? Are words associated with higher arousal rated more
positive or negative?

III. Data Screenshot. A visual impression of the data structure, showing at least some of the columns and rows in which the data have
been organized. An example screenshot is shown in Figure 2. An
example of the text that could accompany the screenshot:
The Glasgow Norms data set (Scott et al. 2019) consists of 5, 553
rows and 29 columns. Each row corresponds to a specific word, and
the columns relate to various lexical properties.

IV. Variables. A description for each of the variables in the data set.
At a minimum, the description features (a) the variable name; (b)
the variable’s measurement level and the values that the variable
can take on; (c) a verbal summary of the variable. An example for
the first five variables in the Glasgow Norms data set:
• word
– Type: Categorical
– Description: The word whose lexical properties are listed.
• length
– Type: Continuous
– Description: Word length in number of letters.
• M AROU
– Type: Continuous
– Description: A word’s mean arousal value (averaged across
raters). Each rater judged the extent to which a word has
emotional impact in terms of internal activation on a 9-point
scale (‘1’ = very unarousing, ‘9’ = very arousing).
• SD AROU
– Type: Continuous

In this book, we use three types of
variables: Categorical, Ordinal, and
Continuous. Even discrete variables,
although not only strictly continuous,
are categorized as ’Continuous’ - this
is because the analyses options in JASP
are the same for both types of variables.
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– Description: The standard deviation (across raters) of a word’s
arousal value. Each rater judged the extent to which a word
has emotional impact in terms of internal activation on a
9-point scale (‘1’ = very unarousing, ‘9’ = very arousing).
• N AROU
– Type: Continuous
– Description: The number of raters who judged a word’s
arousal value. Each rater judged the extent to which a word
has emotional impact in terms of internal activation on a
9-point scale (‘1’ = very unarousing, ‘9’ = very arousing).
V. Source. A description of where the data were obtained, and where
the data can be accessed online. Example:
Scott, G. G., Keitel, A., Becirspahic, M., O’Donnell, P. J., and Sereno,
S. C. (2019). The Glasgow norms: Ratings of 5,500 words on 9 scales.
Behavior Research Methods, 51:1258–1270, https://psyarxiv.com/
akzyx/. The data set is available as Supplementary Materials.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the first
18 rows and 8 columns of the
Glasgow Norms data (Scott
et al. 2019).
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VI. Analysis code. Anything that allows a third party to reproduce a
result. This can be R code, Stan code, or a .jasp file, for instance.
We strongly recommend against using commercial software for
analysis, as the interested third party might be unwilling or unable
to buy an expensive license (e.g., to Matlab, JMP, SAS, Stata, or
SPSS) in order to reproduce the result. Example:
An annotated JASP file is available in the JASP Data Library and on
the OSF at https://osf.io/ypwk5/.

VII. Example analysis. A demonstration that the provided code, when
applied to the provided data, actually produces a result. Example:
As a first step, we will inspect the correlations between the nine
psycholinguistic dimensions. Open the relevant analysis window
under the Regression → Bayesian Correlation Matrix option
from the Common menu. A screenshot of the relevant JASP input
panel is shown in Figure 3. Drag all nine dimensions into the
variable selection window.
The size of the data set and the number of tests involved means
that we have to wait a little before JASP produces the output shown
in Figure 4. By default, JASP returns the classical estimate of the
Pearson correlation coefficient r for each of the pairwise associations
between the variables. For each association, JASP also presents the
Bayes factor BF10 that quantifies the extent to which the alternative
hypothesis H1 outpredicts the null hypothesis H0 (Wagenmakers
et al. 2016). The null hypothesis assumes that the true correlation
is absent, that is, the latent correlation coefficient ρ equals 0. The
alternative hypothesis assumes that the uncertainty about ρ is given
by a stretched beta distribution which is symmetric around ρ = 0;
when the width is set to 1, the prior is uniform and each value
of ρ is deemed equally likely a priori (Ly et al. 2018). Note that
for most of the correlations we obtain overwhelming evidence for
the alternative hypothesis. Apart from three correlations (‘AOA’‘AROU’, ‘SIZE’-‘FAM’, ‘CNC’-‘DOM’), all Bayes factors show strong
evidence for the existence of a correlation between the relevant
dimensions. The large sample size makes it relatively easy to obtain
favorable evidence for the alternative hypothesis even when the size
of the correlations is small.
To learn about the uncertainty of the correlation estimates under
H1 , we can ask JASP to produce credible intervals. Figure 4 shows
that JASP provides, for each pairwise association, both the lower
and the upper bound of the central 95% credible interval. It is
evident that the magnitude of the correlations varies considerably;
whereas some correlations are as large as r = .91 (‘IMAG’-‘CNC’),
others are as small as .06 (‘CNC’-‘VAL’). Some dimensions actually
seem uncorrelated; for example, Arousal (‘AROU’) and Age of
Aquisition (‘AOA’) yield a Pearson’s r = 0.000, a 95% CI (given
H1 ) of [−0.026, 0.026], and a BF10 = 0.017, which means that H0
outpredicted H1 by a factor of 1/0.017 = 58.82.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the
analysis of the Glasgow Norms
data (Scott et al. 2019) using the
Bayesian Pearson’s correlation.
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Figure 4: JASP output for the
Glasgow Norms data (Scott
et al. 2019): Bayesian correlation matrix. Apart from three
cases, all Bayes factors show
strong support for the existence
of correlations between the
dimensions.
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To gain more insight into the correlation patterns and check the
validity of the analysis, it is advisable to plot the data. This can
be done by ticking the check boxes under the Plots section in the
analysis menu (see Figure 3). The produced output can be seen in
Figure 5. The lower half of the correlation plot shows the posterior
distributions of the Bayesian correlation coefficients. We can see
that all posterior distributions are highly peaked, indicating great
certainty about the magnitude of the correlations. The diagonal of
the plot shows histograms and density functions of the distribution
for the single variables. For most of the dimensions, there are both
very high-rated and very low-rated words so that the whole scale
is used. However, for most dimensions, the peak of the histogram
falls in the middle of the scale. The upper part of the plot shows one
scatter plot for each correlation, displaying the joint distribution of
the two pertinent variables.

VIII. Want to know more? Any additional information of interest.
Example:

3 Ly, A., Marsman, M., and Wagenmakers, E.-J. (2018). Analytic posteriors
for Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Statistica Neerlandica, 72:4–13

3 Scott, G. G., Keitel, A., Becirspahic, M., O’Donnell, P. J., and Sereno,
S. C. (2019). The Glasgow norms: Ratings of 5,500 words on 9 scales.
Behavior Research Methods, 51:1258–1270

3 Wagenmakers, E.-J., Morey, R. D., and Lee, M. D. (2016). Bayesian
benefits for the pragmatic researcher. Current Directions in Psychological
Science, 25:169–176
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Figure 5: JASP output for the
Glasgow Norms data (Scott
et al. 2019): Bayesian correlations plot. The plot shows the
distributions in scatterplots
(upper part), posterior distributions of Pearson correlation
coefficients ρ (lower part), and
distributions of individual
variables (diagonal).

Part I

Descriptive Statistics

1

Sleep: Descriptive Statistics

Description
This data set, Sleep, provides the number of additional hours that
each of ten patients slept after having been administered two ’soporific drugs’ (i.e., sleeping pills).
Did You Know?
The data set reported in Cushny and Peebles (1905) has made an interesting mark in the history of statistics. Under his pen name Student,
William Sealy Gosset used this data set in his famous article The probable error of the mean to illustrate the test that later became known
as Student’s t-test. Later on, the data set was discussed by another
famous statistician, Ronald Aylmer Fisher, in his classic book Statistical
Methods for Research Workers (1925). However, Gosset made a transcription error in the column labels, an error which Fisher followed, which
means that two of the most influential statisticians of the 20th century
misinterpreted the data set! For details see Senn (2017).

1.1

Purpose

The original purpose of the study by Cushny and Peebles (1905) was
to compare the effectiveness of two ‘soporific drugs’ in a withinsubjects design with 10 patients.
Here we use this data set to demonstrate how to generate descriptive statistics and plots for different groups in JASP.

1.2

Data Screenshot

Part of the original data set is depicted in Figure 1.2. The Sleep data
set (Cushny and Peebles 1905) consists of 20 rows and 3 columns.
Each participant has been administered both drugs and therefore
occupies two rows.

Figure 1.1: Sleep. Image by
Jackman Chiu under CC0
license.
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1.3

Variables

Figure 1.2: Screenshot of the
first five rows of the Sleep data
(Cushny and Peebles 1905).

• extra
– Type: Continuous
– Description: Increase in hours of sleep relative to a control drug.
• group
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Type of drug (1 = first drug, 2 = second drug).
• ID
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Number that indexes the participant.

1.4

Source

Cushny, A. R. and Peebles, A. R. (1905). The action of optical isomers.
The Journal of Physiology, 32:501–510

1.5

Analysis Code

Figure 1.3: Data set included
in R: https://www.math.ucla.
edu/anderson/rw1001/library/

An annotated JASP file is available in the JASP Data Library and on
the OSF at https://osf.io/6stjy/.

1.6

Example Analysis

Let’s take a look at some descriptive statistics of the sleep increase
for both drugs separately. To produce descriptive statistics, open
the relevant analysis options under Descriptives → Descriptive
Statistics in the Common menu. A screenshot of the relevant JASP

base/html/sleep.html

sleep: descriptive statistics
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input panel is shown in Figure 1.4. First, we drag the variable ‘extra’
into the Variables window. The Descriptives input panel allows us
to split the data set by separate categories. We will use this to split
the output by the ‘group’ variable, which indicates the different drug
conditions. We can drag the variable ‘group’ into the Split box and
receive a table with traditional descriptive statistics separately for
each drug condition. We can also generate descriptive plots. Go to
the Plots section and select Display boxplots. To have all possible
information included in the graph, check the Color, Violin Element,
and Jitter Element box. The Boxplot Element is checked by default.
This setup will print all three elements on top of each other for the
two groups separately, as shown in Figure 1.5.

All three elements shown in Figure 1.5 provide complementary
information about the data at hand: the Jitter Element reveals the
individual data points (note that the jitter along the x-axis allows

Figure 1.4: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for descriptive
statistics of the Sleep data set
(Cushny and Peebles 1905).
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us to differentiate between patients that have similar increase in
sleep). The Violin Element approximates the sample distribution
(offering insight into potential outliers and normality – including
skew, kurtosis, and unimodality). The Boxplot Element summarizes
the sample distribution in more classical fashion – showing its range,
interquartile range, and median.

However, the data is structured in the so-called ‘long-format’.
This means that each row corresponds to one observation and not
necessarily to one participant. In fact, we have two observations for
each participant (as all of them had been administered both drugs
on different occasions) and so each participant occupies two rows.
The nature of the data suggest that we would also like to know the
correlations between the different conditions. In order to inspect the
correlations, we need to reshape the data to a ‘wide-format’ such that
each row corresponds to an individual participant and the increase in
sleep occupies two columns, one for each of the two drug conditions.
Luckily, JASP allows us to reshape the data in any spreadsheet
program we like. Double-click on any cell in the data viewer to open
the data set in our predefined default spreadsheet editor, for instance
LibreOffice ‘Calc’ (you can choose a different program using the
Preferences option available under the hamburger menu icon on the
top right of the JASP screen). This way we can restructure the data
into the desired format. The reshaped data are shown in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.5: JASP output for the
Sleep data (Cushny and Peebles
1905): Colored boxplots with
violins and jittered data are
shown separately for the two
drug conditions.

Figure 1.6: Click on the hamburger menu icon to open
Preferences option for JASP.

sleep: descriptive statistics
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Figure 1.7: Restructured Sleep
data (Cushny and Peebles 1905):
Each participant now occupies
one row, whereas the amount
of extra sleep compared to a
no drug condition is in two
separate columns indicating the
two different drugs. See text for
details.

To examine the correlation between the two conditions (which
indicates whether people who are relatively responsive to the first
drug are also relatively responsive to the second drug) we again go
to Descriptives → Descriptives Statistics. The relevant JASP
input panel can be seen in Figure 1.8. In the input screen we drag
our new two variables ‘extra1’ and ‘extra2’ into the variables box
(the amount of sleep increase under drug 1 and drug 2, respectively).
Select the Display correlation plot in the Plots section.
Figure 1.9 shows that the correlation is very strong, suggesting
that patients who are helped by one of the drugs are also helped by
the other.

24
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Figure 1.8: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for descriptives of the restructured Sleep
data (Cushny and Peebles 1905).
The newly created variables
‘extra1’ and ‘extra2’. The two
drug conditions are now separate variables, and so we no
longer need to split the data by
‘group’, but can produce the
separate descriptives by dragging the separate variables into
the Variables window. This
data structure enables us to
inspect the correlations between
the two conditions, as JASP can
now recognize which pair of
values belong to which patient.

Figure 1.9: JASP output for
the restructured Sleep data
(Cushny and Peebles 1905): The
scatterplot between the two
variables ‘extra1’ and ‘extra2’ is
on the off-diagonal and the distributions of the two variables
are on the diagonal.

sleep: descriptive statistics

1.7

Want to Know More?

3 Cushny, A. R. and Peebles, A. R. (1905). The action of optical isomers. The
Journal of Physiology, 32:501–510

3 Fisher, R. A. (1925). Statistical Methods for Research Workers. Edinburgh:
Oliver and Boyd

3 Senn, S. (2017). Cushny and Peebles, optical isomers and the birth of
modern statistics. Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine, 110:501–502

3 Student (1908). The probable error of a mean. Biometrika, 6:1–25
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2

Fear of Statistics: Reliability Analysis

Description
This fictional data set, Fear of Statistics, provides the responses of
2571 students on an SPSS Anxiety Questionnaire. We will focus on
only one subscale of this questionnaire, ‘Fear of Statistics’.

2.1

Purpose

Field (2017) uses this data set to show how to conduct factor analysis
and subsequently explore item and scale diagnostics. Here we use
this example to demonstrate the reliability analysis in JASP.
When developing and employing a questionnaire, one of the
necessary steps to assess the quality of the instrument is reliability
analysis. Wikipedia informs us that:
“Reliability in statistics and psychometrics is the overall consistency of
a measure. A measure is said to have a high reliability if it produces
similar results under consistent conditions. ‘It is the characteristic of a
set of test scores that relates to the amount of random error from the
measurement process that might be embedded in the scores. Scores
that are highly reliable are accurate, reproducible, and consistent
from one testing occasion to another. That is, if the testing process
were repeated with a group of test takers, essentially the same results
would be obtained’.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reliability_

Figure 2.1: Fear. Image by PhotoEmotions under CC0 license.

(statistics)

2.2

Data Screenshot

Figure 2.3 shows a screenshot of part of the data. The Fear of Statistics data set (Field 2017) consists of 2571 rows and 23 columns. Each
row corresponds to a participant and each column to an item of the
questionnaire.

2.3

Variables

• Q01

Figure 2.2: Interested in this
example? Check out the website that accompanies the book
by Andy Field: https://www.
discoveringstatistics.com/.
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Figure 2.3: Screenshot of the
first five participants answering
the first five SAQ items (Field
2017).

– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “Statistics makes me cry”
on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly
agree).
• Q02
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “My friendy will think
I’m stupid for not being able to cope with SPSS” on a 5-point
Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree).
• Q03
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “Standard deviations
excite me” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 =
strongly agree).
• Q04
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “I dream that Pearson is
attacking me with correlation coefficients” on a 5-point Likert
scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree).
• Q05
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “I don’t understand
statistics” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 =
strongly agree).
• Q06

fear of statistics: reliability analysis

– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “I have little experience
of computers” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5
= strongly agree).
• Q07
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “All computers hate
me” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly
agree).
• Q08
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “I have never been good
at mathematics” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree,
5 = strongly agree).
• Q09
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “My friends are better
at statistics than me” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly
disagree, 5 = strongly agree).
• Q10
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “Computers are useful
only for playing games” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly
disagree, 5 = strongly agree).
• Q11
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “I did badly at mathematics at school” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree,
5 = strongly agree).
• Q12
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “People try to tell you
that SPSS makes statistics easier to understand but it doesn’t”
on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly
agree).
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• Q13
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “I worry that I will
cause irreparable damage because of my incompetence with
computers” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 =
strongly agree).
• Q14
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “Computers have minds
of their own and deliberately go wrong whenever I use them”
on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly
agree).
• Q15
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “Computers are out
to get me” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 =
strongly agree).
• Q16
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “I weep openly at the
mention of central tendency” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 =
strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree).
• Q17
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “I slip into a coma
whenever I see an equation” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 =
strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree).
• Q18
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “SPSS always crashes
when I try to use it” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly
disagree, 5 = strongly agree).
• Q19
– Type: Ordinal

fear of statistics: reliability analysis

– Description: Response to the statement: “Everybody looks at
me when I use SPSS” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly
disagree, 5 = strongly agree).
• Q20
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “I can’t sleep for
thoughts of eigenvectors” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly
disagree, 5 = strongly agree).
• Q21
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “I wake up under my
duvet thinking that I am trapped under a normal distribution”
on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 5 = strongly
agree).
• Q22
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “My friends are better at
SPSS than I am” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree,
5 = strongly agree).
• Q23
– Type: Ordinal
– Description: Response to the statement: “If I am good at statistics people will think I am a nerd” on a 5-point Likert scale (1 =
strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree).

2.4

Source

This fictional data set comes from Field, A. P. (2017). Discovering
Statistics Using IBM SPSS Statistics (5th ed.). London: Sage. The data
set was constructed by Andy Field who therefore owns the copyright.
Andy Field generously agreed that we can include the data set in
the JASP data library. This data set is also publicly available on
the website that accompanies Andy Field’s book: https://edge.
sagepub.com/field5e. Without Andy Field‘s explicit consent, this
data set may not be distributed for commercial purposes, this data
set may not be edited, and this data set may not be presented without
acknowledging its source (i.e., the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND license;
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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Analysis Code

An annotated JASP file is available in the JASP Data Library and on
the OSF at https://osf.io/a6qdv/.

2.6

Example Analysis

To conduct the Reliability analysis, open the relevant analysis window under the Descriptives → Reliability option from the Common
menu.
A screenshot of the relevant JASP input panel is shown in Figure 2.4. We will focus only on the items that an earlier factor analysis
suggested belong to the ‘Fear of Statistics’ subscale, that is, items Q01,
Q03, Q04, Q05, Q12, Q16, Q20, and Q21 (Field 2017, p. 1361). Select
them and move them into the Variables window. We will be interested mainly in the scale reliability measure known as Cronbach’s α
and so we need to select it from the Scale Statistics options.1 For
comparison we also ask JASP to compute Guttman’s λ6. We can also
produce some descriptive statistics of the scale – the Mean and the
Standard Deviation. Furthermore, it is informative to inspect the
Average interitem correlation, which tells us how the individual
items on average correlate with each other. We can also inspect how
the reliability changes if we drop individual items from the scale –
in order to learn whether some items have large influence on the
overall consistency of the scale. Item-rest correlation then tells us
how the sum of the items correlates with individual items – again
to see whether there are particular items that behave poorly. In the
Reversed-Scale Items, we can tell JASP to reverse-code some items.
Because item Q03 is reverse-coded (“Standard deviations excite
me” is expressed positively), we need to enter it into the list of the
Reversed-Scaled Items – otherwise, our internal consistency would
suffer.
The JASP output is shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. Figure 2.5 shows
that JASP produces a table displaying the reliability measure for the
subscale with all items included. Cronbach‘s α equals 0.82 with a 95%
CI of [0.81, 0.83], suggesting that the scale has satisfactory internal
consistency (which is corroborated by the Gutmann‘s λ6 = 0.81).
After selecting any option from the Invididual item statistics
(see Figure 2.4), JASP provides a second table, one that shows the
selected statistics for particular items, in this case the descriptives
of individual items, how the item correlates with a score composed
of the rest of the scale, and what the reliability of the scale is if a
particular item is omitted. Figure 2.6 shows that the smallest correlations with the rest of the scale are for item Q05 (“I don’t understand

This analysis is for the educational
purposes only. For limitations about the
Cronbach’s α as a scale reliability, see
Sijtsma (2009).

1

fear of statistics: reliability analysis
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Figure 2.4: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for analysis of
the ‘Fear of Statistics’ subscale
(Field 2017) using reliability
analysis.

Figure 2.5: JASP output for
the ‘Fear of Statistics’ subscale
(Field 2017): Reliability of the
‘Fear of Statistics’ subscale.
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statistics”) and item Q20 (“I can’t sleep for thoughts of eigenvectors”),
whose exclusion results in a slight increase of reliability. However, the
reliability does not change much, which is a good sign for the subscale. Furthermore, the item means are near the middle of the scale,
which suggests we do not have floor or ceiling effects – however, that
also means that the questions have similar discriminatory power. We
can conclude that the internal consistency of the ‘Fear of Statistics’
subscale is satisfactory and that it consists of relatively homogeneous
items.
Figure 2.6: JASP output for the
‘Fear of Statistics’ data Field
(2017): The item reliability
statistics for the ‘Fear of Statistics’ subscale of the SAQ (Field
2017).

2.7

Want to Know More?

3 Field, A. (2017). Discovering statistics using IBM SPSS statistics. London:
SAGE, 5th edition

3 Sijtsma, K. (2009). On the use, the misuse, and the very limited usefulness
of Cronbach’s alpha. Psychometrika, 74:107–120

3 A good resource about assessing personality tests is at http:
//personality-project.org/r/book/

Part II

T-Tests

3

Weight Gain: One Sample T-Test

Description
This data set, Weight Gain, provides weight of 16 participants before
and after an eight-week period of excessive calorie intake. Specifically:
“In one study, 16 non-obese adults aged 25 to 36 years, were fed 1000
calories per day in excess of the calories needed to maintain a stable
body weight. The subjects maintained this diet for 8 weeks. In total
they consumed 56,000 extra calories.” (Moore et al. 2012, p. 425)

3.1

Purpose

“The purpose of this study is to inspect whether 3500 extra calories
will translate into a weight gain of 1 pound. If this were the case, we
expect each of these subjects to gain 56,000/3500 = 16 pounds.” (Moore
et al. 2012, p. 425)

Here we use the data set to demonstrate the one sample t-test in
JASP. Specifically, we will test the hypothesis that the intake of 1000
excess calories per day over a period of 8 weeks results in an average
weight gain of 16 pounds (approximately 7.2 kilograms).

3.2

Figure 3.1: Tempting. Image by
Christian Cable under CC-BY
4.0 license.

Data Screenshot

The Weight Gain data set (Levine et al. 1999) consists of 16 rows and
3 columns. Each row corresponds to one participant.

Figure 3.2: Interested in this
example? Check out the website that accompanies the book
by Moore, McCabe, and Craig:
whfreeman.com/ips7e.
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3.3

Variables

• Weight Before

Figure 3.3: Screenshot of the
first eight rows of the Weight
Gain data (Levine et al. 1999) as
reported in Moore et al. (2012).

– Type: Continuous
– Description: Weight in pounds (lb) measured before 8-weeks of
excessive calorie intake.
• Weight After
– Type: Continuous
– Description: Weight in pounds (lb) measured after 8-weeks of
excessive calorie intake.
• Difference
– Type: Continuous
– Description: Weight After − Weight Before.

3.4

Source

Levine, J. A., Eberhardt, N. L., and Jensen, M. D. (1999). Role of nonexercise activity thermogenesis in resistance to fat gain in humans.
Science, 283:212–214
This example analysis is based on Chapter 7 (p. 424–425) in Moore,
D. S., McCabe, G. P., and Craig, B. A. (2012). Introduction to the Practice
of Statisics. New York: Freeman, 7th edition, with available resources
at whfreeman.com/ips7e.

3.5

Analysis Code

Figure 3.4: Interested in this
example? Check out a JASP
blog post for more information: https://jasp-stats.
org/2018/01/09/classicalone-sample-t-test-jasp-

An annotated JASP file is available in the JASP Data Library and on
the OSF at https://osf.io/hfkjv/.

interpret-results/

weight gain: one sample t-test

3.6
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Example Analysis

Before conducting the one-sample t-test we inspect the descriptives.
To produce the descriptive statistics, open the relevant analysis
window under the Descriptives → Descriptive Statistics in the
Common menu. The relevant JASP input panel is shown in Figure 3.5.
Drag the variable ‘Difference’ to the Variables box. Additional
statistics can be selected in the Statistics menu, and here we check
S.E. mean (standard error of the mean) to be presented in addition to
the JASP defaults.

Figure 3.5: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for descriptives of the Weight Gain data
(Levine et al. 1999).

The JASP output is shown in Figure 3.6. The mean of the weight
difference is 10.41 pounds. The standard deviation is almost 4
pounds (3.841), which is relatively large.

Figure 3.6: JASP output for
the Weight Gain data (Levine
et al. 1999): Descriptives of the
weight difference.
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To test the hypothesis that weight gain over the 8 weeks equals 16
pounds we conduct a one sample t-test. This analysis informs us of
the probability of encountering a test statistic at least as extreme as
the one that is observed, assuming that the hypothesis of 16 pound
increase holds true.
To conduct the one sample t-test, open the relevant analysis window under T-Tests → One-Sample T-Test in the Common menu. A
screenshot of the JASP input panel for the analysis is shown in Figure 3.7. To specify the hypothesis that the mean weight gain equals
16 pounds, we type ‘16’ into the Test value field. Under Assumption
Checks we tick the Normality box. To generate the confidence interval, we need to tick the Location parameter and Confidence
interval boxes under Additional Statistics.

Figure 3.7: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for analysis of
the Weight Gain data (Levine
et al. 1999) using a one sample
t-test with the null hypothesis
that mean weight gain is 16
pounds.

The JASP output is shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. Before we interpret the results of the one sample t-test, we need to check whether
the assumption of normality is met. Figure 3.8 displays the results
of the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality. The test is not significant (W
= 0.938, p = 0.325), and therefore the hypothesis that the data are

weight gain: one sample t-test

normally distributed cannot be rejected. Consequently we continue
to interpret the results from the Student‘s t-test.1
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See Tijmstra (2018) for philosophical
and practical concerns about this usage
of assumption checks.

1

Figure 3.8: JASP output for
the Weight Gain data (Levine
et al. 1999): Shapiro-Wilk test of
normality.

The JASP output of this analysis is shown in Figure 3.9. The results indicate that the observed test statistic (or one that is more
extreme) is unlikely to arise if the mean weight gain in the population was 16 pounds (t(15) = −5.823, p < 0.001). We can thus reject the
null hypothesis. On average people gained only about 10.41 pounds
(95% CI [8.36, 12.46]).

Figure 3.9: JASP output for the
Weight Gain data (Levine et al.
1999): One-sample t-test of 16
pounds weight gain.
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3.7

Want to Know More?

3 Levine, J. A., Eberhardt, N. L., and Jensen, M. D. (1999). Role of nonexercise activity thermogenesis in resistance to fat gain in humans. Science,
283:212–214

3 Moore, D. S., McCabe, G. P., and Craig, B. A. (2012). Introduction to the
Practice of Statisics. New York: Freeman, 7th edition

3 Tijmstra, J. (2018). Why checking model assumptions using null hypothesis
significance tests does not suffice: A plea for plausibility. Psychonomic
Bulletin & Review, 25:548–559

4

Moon & Aggression: Paired Samples T-Test

Description
This data set, Moon & Aggression, provides the number of disruptive
behaviors by dementia patients during two different phases of the
lunar cycle. Specifically:
“A study of dementia patients in nursing homes recorded various
types of disruptive behaviors every day for 12 weeks. The days were
classified as moon days if they were in a three-day period centered
at the day of the full moon. For each patient the average number of
disruptive behaviors was computed for moon days and for all other
days.” (Moore et al. 2012, p. 410)

4.1

Purpose

The purpose of the original study was to assess whether the lunar
cycle affects the tendency of patients with dementia to display disruptive behavior.
“Many people believe that the moon influences the actions of some
individuals.[...] The patients in this study are not a random sample of
dementia patients. However, we examine their data in the hope that
what we find is not unique to this particular group of individuals and
applies to other patients who have similar characteristics.” (Moore et al.
2012, p. 410)

Figure 4.1: Can this study be
for real? Image by Lukas de
Bear under CC0 license.

Here we use this data set to demonstrate the paired samples
t-test in JASP. Specifically, we will examine the adequacy of the
null hypothesis which states that the average number of disruptive
behaviors among patients with dementia does not differ between
moon days and other days.

4.2

Data Screenshot

The Moon & Agression data set (Moore et al. 2012) contains 15 rows
and 2 columns. Each row corresponds to one patient.

Figure 4.2: Interested in this
example? Check out the website that accompanies the book
by Moore, McCabe, and Craig:
whfreeman.com/ips7e.
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4.3

Variables

• Moon
– Type: Continuous
– Description: The average number of disruptive behaviors during
full moon days.
• Other
– Type: Continuous
– Description: The average number of disruptive behaviors during
other days.

4.4

Source

This example analysis is based on Chapter 7 (p. 410–412) in Moore,
D. S., McCabe, G. P., and Craig, B. A. (2012). Introduction to the Practice
of Statisics. New York: Freeman, 7th edition, with available resources
at whfreeman.com/ips7e.
“These data were collected as part of a larger study of dementia
patients conducted by Nancy Edwards, School of Nursing, and Alan
Beck, School of Veterinary Medicine, Purdue University.” (Moore et al.
2012, N-8).

4.5

Analysis Code

An annotated JASP file is available in the JASP Data Library and on
the OSF at https://osf.io/a6gv5/.

4.6

Example Analysis

To assess the adequacy of the null hypothesis (i.e., that the lunar
cycle does not affect the tendency to display disruptive behavior),

Figure 4.3: Screenshot of
the first four rows of the
Moon & Agression data as
reported in Moore et al. (2012).

moon & aggression: paired samples t-test
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we conduct a paired samples t-test. We have paired data because the
behaviors were assessed for each individual both on moon days and
other days. To conduct the analysis, open the relevant analysis under
T-Tests → Paired Samples T-Test option from the Common menu.

Figure 4.4: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the analysis of the Moon & Aggresion
data (Moore et al. 2012) using
the paired samples t-test.

A screenshot of the relevant JASP input panel is shown in Figure 4.4. Drag the variables ‘Moon’ and ‘Other’ to the two cells in
the Variables window on the right top. We choose the Student
option with non-directional hypotheses (Measure 1 6= Measure 2)
since there is no prior information as to whether disruptive behavior should be increased or decreased during full moon. The paired
samples t-test relies on the assumption of normality. We test this
assumption with the Shapiro-Wilk test by checking the Normality
option in the Assumption Checks menu. Information on the mean
difference between the conditions (moon days vs. other days) can be
gained by selecting the Location parameter option. Remember that
in a paired design one may not produce means for both conditions
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separately and then subtract one from the other. The two conditions
may be correlated, such that patients who show more disruptive
behavior during moon days will also show more disruptive behavior
during the other days. Thus, the test statistic is based on the mean of
the individual difference scores such that the correlated nature of the
data is taken into account.
The JASP output is shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8. Consider first some descriptive statistics. Figure 4.5 shows the table of
descriptive statistics with means, standard deviations, and standard
errors of disruptive behavior on moon days and other days. The
table is produced by ticking the Descriptives box in the Additional
Statistics menu. We can already see from the table that on moon
days patients displayed more disruptive behavior than on other days.
The same pattern is apparent from the Descriptives plot in Figure 4.6.
However, we need to conduct a hypothesis test to assess whether this
difference is statistically significant.

Figure 4.5: JASP output for the
Moon & Aggresion data (Moore
et al. 2012): Descriptive statistics of disruptive behavior on
full moon days and other days.

Before we interpret the results of the hypothesis test, we need
to check whether the assumption of normality is met. Figure 4.7
displays the results of the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality. The test is
not significant at the standard α = .05 level (W = 0.931, p = 0.148),
thus the hypothesis that the data are normally distributed cannot
be rejected. We therefore continue and interpret the results of the
Student’s t-test.1
The output of the paired samples t-test in Figure 4.8 suggests
that the frequency of disruptive behaviors on moon days differs
significantly from other days (t(14) = 6.452, p < 0.001). Specifically,
patients display on average 2.433 disruptive behaviors more on moon
days than on other days. It is highly improbable to find these results
(or more extreme) when there is no relation between the moon and
disruptive behavior.

See Tijmstra (2018) for philosophical
and practical concerns about this usage
of assumption checks.

1

moon & aggression: paired samples t-test
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Figure 4.6: JASP output for the
Moon & Aggresion data (Moore
et al. 2012): Descriptive plot of
the disruptive behavior on full
moon days and other days. The
plot shows the sample means
and 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 4.7: JASP output for the
Moon & Aggresion data (Moore
et al. 2012): Shapiro-Wilk test of
normality.
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Want to Know More?

3 Moore, D. S., McCabe, G. P., and Craig, B. A. (2012). Introduction to
the Practice of Statisics. New York: Freeman, 7th edition
3 Tijmstra, J. (2018). Why checking model assumptions using
null hypothesis significance tests does not suffice: A plea for
plausibility. Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 25:548–559

Figure 4.8: JASP output for the
Moon & Aggresion data (Moore
et al. 2012): Paired samples
t-test.

5 Directed Reading Activities: Independent Samples
T-Test
Description
This data set, Directed Reading Activities, provides reading performance of two groups of pupils – one control group and one group
that was given Directed Reading Activities. Specifically:
“An educator believes that directed reading activities in the classroom
will help elementary school pupils improve their reading ability. The
educator arranges for a third-grade class of 21 students to participate
in these activities for a period of eight-weeks. A control class of 23
third-graders follows the same curriculum without the directed reading activities. At the end of the eight weeks, all students are given a
Degree of Reading Power test (DRP), which measures the aspects of
reading ability that the treatment is designed to improve.” (Moore et al.
2012, p. 432)

5.1

Purpose

The purpose of the original study was to examine whether directed
reading activity improves the reading ability of third-graders.
Here we use the data set to demonstrate the independent samples
t-test in JASP. Specifically, we assess whether directed reading activities help pupils improve their reading ability. To do this, we compare
pupils‘ reading performance in two classrooms, only one of which
received Directed Reading Activities.

5.2

Figure 5.1: How do we learn to
read? Image by furniturestop
under CC0 license.

Data Screenshot

The Directed Reading Activities data set (Schmitt 1988) consists of 44
rows and 4 columns. Each row corresponds to one pupil.

Figure 5.2: Interested in this
example? Check out the website that accompanies the book
by Moore, McCabe, and Craig:
whfreeman.com/ips7e.
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Figure 5.3: Screenshot of
the first five rows of the Directed Reading Activities data
(Schmitt 1988) as reported in
(Moore et al. 2012).

5.3

Variables

• id
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Number that indexes the pupil.
• group
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Experimental group indicator (‘Treatment’ = participation in the Directed Reading Activities, ‘Control’ = control
group).
• g
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Experimental group indicator expressed as a binary
variable (0=‘Treat’, 1=‘Control’).
• drp (Degree of Reading Power)
– Type: Continuous
– Description: The performance on Degree of Reading Power test
(min = 0, max = 100).

5.4

Source

Schmitt, M. C. (1988). The effects of an elaborated directed reading activity
on the metacomprehension skills of third graders. PhD thesis, Purdue
University.
This example analysis is based on Chapter 7 (p. 432–436) in Moore,
D. S., McCabe, G. P., and Craig, B. A. (2012). Introduction to the Practice

Figure 5.4: Interested in this
example? Check out a JASP
blog post for more information: https://jasp-stats.org/
2018/04/18/how-to-conducta-classical-independentsample-t-test-in-jasp-andinterpret-the-results/

directed reading activities: independent samples t-test

of Statisics. New York: Freeman, 7th edition, with available resources
at whfreeman.com/ips7e.

5.5

Analysis Code

An annotated JASP file is available in the JASP Data Library and on
the OSF at https://osf.io/ue4qa/.

5.6

Example Analysis

To test the null hypothesis that pupils who took part in the Directed
Reading Activities develop their reading ability at the same rate
as the pupils in the control group, we perform a one-sided independent samples t-test. To conduct the analysis, select T-Tests →
Independent Samples T-Test option in the Common menu.
A screenshot of the relevant JASP input panel is shown in Figure 5.5. The variable of interest is the ‘drp’ test score, which we drag
into the Dependent Variable box. We drag the ‘group’ variable into
the Grouping Variable box, as we want to asses whether there is
a difference between the two groups. Note that in this case, our alternative hypothesis is that the treatment group will have a higher
score on the DPR test than the control group. The treatment group
is in this case coded as a ‘Group 2’. Consequently, the correct onesided test requires that we select the third option under Hypothesis
(Group 1 < Group 2). To check the assumptions of the t-test, we tick
both Normality and Equality of Variances boxes, and also select
Descriptives. For more insight about the size of the effect we inspect
both the difference between the groups (Location parameter) and
the standardized difference (Effect size). For a more robust estimate, we will use the Welch version of the t-test, so we tick the Welch
box under Tests.
The JASP output is shown in Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8. The descriptive statistics shown in Figure 5.6 reveal that the treatment group
scores on average 10 points higher than the control group and that
the variance of the control group is more than twice as large as that
of the treatment group. Figure 5.7 shows that Levene‘s test for equality of variances indicates that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected
at the α = .05 level (i.e., F (1) = 2.362, p = .132); nevertheless, the
size of the difference in variances suggests it is prudent to apply the
Welch test which does not assume equal variances. Figure 5.7 also
shows that the null hypothesis that the data are normally distributed
cannot be rejected, neither for the control group (W = 0.972, p = 0.732)
nor for the treatment group (W = 0.966, p = 0.652). Consequently, we
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Figure 5.5: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the analysis of the Directed Reading
Activities data (Schmitt 1988)
using the one-sided independent samples t-test.

directed reading activities: independent samples t-test

retain the assumption that the scores are normally distributed in both
of the groups and proceed with the Welch t-test.1
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See Tijmstra (2018) for philosophical
and practical concerns about this usage
of assumption checks.

1

Figure 5.6: JASP output for the
Directed Reading Activities
data (Schmitt 1988): Descriptive
statistics of the two groups
performance on DRP. The Treatment group scores higher on
average, but is this difference
statistically significant?
Figure 5.7: JASP output for the
Directed Reading Activities
data (Schmitt 1988): Assumption checks of normality and
equality of variances.

The main results of the independent samples t-test shown in
Figure 5.8 indicate that the difference between the groups is significant at the α = .05 level. The Treatment group scores on average
about ten points higher on the DPR test than the Control group
(t(37.86) = 2.311, p = 0.013), translating to a medium effect size of
Cohen’s d = −0.691. The p-value of 0.013 indicates that the probability of obtaining this result or something more extreme, given that
the null hypothesis is true, is equal to 0.013. In other words, if the
reading ability of pupils in both groups were the same, the probability of randomly drawing a sample at least as extreme as the one we
observed is 1.3 %.
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5.7

Want to Know More?

3 Delacre, M., Lakens, D., and Leys, C. (2017). Why psychologists should by
default use Welch’s t-test instead of Student’s t-test. International Review
of Social Psychology, 30:92–101

3 Derrick, B., Toher, D., and White, P. (2016). Why Welch’s test is Type I error
robust. The Quantitative Methods in Psychology, 12:30–38

3 Moore, D. S., McCabe, G. P., and Craig, B. A. (2012). Introduction to the
Practice of Statisics. New York: Freeman, 7th edition

3 Tijmstra, J. (2018). Why checking model assumptions using null hypothesis
significance tests does not suffice: A plea for plausibility. Psychonomic
Bulletin & Review, 25:548–559

Figure 5.8: JASP output for the
Directed Reading Activities
data (Schmitt 1988): Independent samples t-test.

6

Stereograms: Bayesian Independent Samples T-Test

Figure 6.1: An example of a
stereogram. Can you see the
shack? (We can’t.)
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Description
This data set, Stereograms, provides the time it took two groups of
participants to see the objects hidden in a stereogram - one group
received advance information about the scene, the other group did
not. Specifically:
“Frisby and Clatworthy (1975) presented random dot stereograms
to 78 participants. Each participant was asked to report how long it
took them to fuse the random dot stereogram. Of the 78 participants,
35 were given extra visual information about the target image, in the
form of a 3D model. The remaining participants were given no such
information.” (except from workshop materials by Richard Morey,
available at https://osf.io/sx947/)

6.1

Purpose

The purpose of the original study (Frisby and Clatworthy 1975) was
to examine whether giving participants a priori information about
the hidden figure facilitates their stereopsis (i.e., the perception of
depth).
Here we use this data set to demonstrate the Bayesian independent
samples t-test in JASP. Specifically, we assess whether providing
participants with a priori information about a stereogram affects the
fusion times for the random dot stereograms.

6.2

Data Screenshot

The Stereograms data set (Frisby and Clatworthy 1975) consists of 78
rows and 4 columns. Each row corresponds to one participant.

Figure 6.2: Screenshot of the
the first five rows of the Stereograms data (Frisby and Clatworthy 1975).

6.3

Variables

• V1
– Type: Categorical

stereograms: bayesian independent samples t-test

– Description: Number that indexes the participant.
• fuseTime
– Type: Continuous
– Description: The time in seconds it took the participant to ‘fuse’
the figure in the stereogram.
• condition
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Experimental condition (NV = without visual
information about the stimulus, VV = with visual information).
• logFuseTime
– Type: Continuous
– Description: The natural logarithm of the time it took the participant to ‘fuse’ the figure in the stereogram.

6.4

Source

Frisby, J. P. and Clatworthy, J. L. (1975). Learning to see complex
random-dot stereograms. Perception, 4:173–178.

6.5

Analysis Code

An annotated JASP file is available in the JASP Data Library and on
the OSF at https://osf.io/utn6y/.

6.6

Example Analysis

To conduct a Bayesian independent samples t-test, open the relevant analysis window under the T-tests → Bayesian Independent
Samples T-Test option from the Common menu.
A screenshot of the relevant JASP input panel is shown in Figure 6.3. Our dependent variable is the ‘logFuseTime’ – we use the
log-transform because the times are heavily skewed (which you can
check using the descriptives) and so the raw data are not normally
distributed. To execute the analysis, drag the ‘logFuseTime’ into the
Dependent variables window. The grouping variable is the experimental condition. Our hypothesis is one-sided (providing people
with information about the stereogram should help them see the
hidden figure) and so we select Group 1 > Group 2 option in the
menu (that is, the alternative assumes that the group without information will have longer fuse times than the group with information).
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Figure 6.3: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for analysis
of Stereograms data (Frisby
and Clatworthy 1975) using the
Bayesian independent samples
t-test.

stereograms: bayesian independent samples t-test

However, we also need to specify the prior distribution for effect size
under the alternative hypothesis. This can be done under the Prior
tab below the main options. The default choice is a Cauchy with a
scale of 0.707. The one-sided alternative hypothesis then states that a
half of the prior mass is below 0.7071 and values near zero are more
likely than values farther away. This hypothesis predicts that the effect is small or moderate, but also does not exclude very large effects.
To confirm that the evidence we report is not largely driven by the
prior we have chosen, we can also ask JASP to conduct a sensitivity
analyses producing Bayes factors for different scales of the Cauchy
distribution by selecting the Bayes factor robustness check.
The JASP output is shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. The information
on top of Figure 6.4 reveals that the Bayes factor in favor of the onesided hypothesis compared to the null hypothesis of no effect is
about BF+0 = 4.57: the data are about 4.6 more likely under the
alternative hypothesis than under the null hypothesis. Figure 6.4
shows that the relatively wide posterior distribution is suggesting
that there remains considerable uncertainty about the true size of the
effect.
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The interquartile range of a Cauchy
distribution is two times the scale. The
median of the half-Cauchy distribution
then has a median at the location +
scale of the Cauchy distribution, see

1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Interquartile_range.

Figure 6.4: JASP output for the
Stereograms data (Frisby and
Clatworthy 1975): Prior and
posterior plot of the population
standardized effect size δ.

How would the evidence change if we used a different alternative
hypothesis? The robustness analysis in Figure 6.5 reveals that the
Bayes factor stays about the same for a wide range of prior specifications, featuring hypotheses that predict mostly small effects to
hypotheses that predict even very large effects. Only for hypotheses
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predicting tiny effects we do not have much information to distinguish between the hypotheses. We can conclude that our analysis is
robust and that the data offer some support for the effect of information on fuse time. However, we need to keep in mind that the Bayes
factor is not conclusive and probably would not convince a skeptic; in
addition, the effect could not be estimated precisely. To obtain more
conclusive information, additional data would need to be collected.

Figure 6.5: JASP output for the
Stereograms data (Frisby and
Clatworthy 1975): Robustness
analysis.

stereograms: bayesian independent samples t-test

6.7

Want to Know More?

3 Frisby, J. P. and Clatworthy, J. L. (1975). Learning to see complex randomdot stereograms. Perception, 4:173–178

3 This example is part of the JASP workshop materials. The Stereograms
data set is often presented by Richard Morey, available at https://osf.
io/sx947/.
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7

Kitchen Rolls: Independent Samples T-Test

Description
This data set, Kitchen Rolls, provides openness to experience scores
for two groups of students, who rotated a kitchen roll either clockwise or counterclockwise. Specifically, this data set was reported in
Wagenmakers et al. (2015) who sought to replicate an original result
from Topolinski and Sparenberg (2012). Participants were asked to
turn a kitchen roll clockwise or counter-clockwise1 while answering a
questionnaire with 12 questions regarding openness to experience.

7.1

Purpose

This data set was the result of a replication of the kitchen roll experiment from Topolinski and Sparenberg (2012). The main hypothesis
of Topolinski and Sparenberg (2012) was that participants who rotated the kitchen rolls clockwise report more openness to experience
than participants who rotate them counterclockwise. Topolinski and
Sparenberg (2012) stated that their experiment provided support
for the hypothesis that clockwise movements “induce psychological
states of temporal progression and an orientation toward the future
and novelty”. Wagenmakers et al. (2015) replicated the study with
help of the original authors.
Here, we use this data set to demonstrate the frequentist independent samples t-test in JASP. Specifically, we will examine whether
turning a kitchen roll clockwise or counterclockwise influences openness to experience. The key dependent variable is ‘mean NEO’ – the
mean scores of each participant on the shortened 12-item version of
the Openness to Experience subscale of the Neuroticism – Extraversion – Openness Personality Inventory (NEO PI-R; Costa and McCrae
1992; Hoekstra et al. 1996).

Figure 7.1: Experimental apparatus. Image by Santeri
Viinamäki under CC-BY 4.0
license.
See Figure 7.2 for an impression of the
experimental setup.

1
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Figure 7.2: Experimental setup
of the Kitchen Rolls data set
(Wagenmakers et al. 2015).
Participants answer questions
about openness to experience
while rotating a kitchen roll
either clockwise or counterclockwise (Wagenmakers et al.
2015).

kitchen rolls: independent samples t-test
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Data Screenshot

The Kitchen Rolls data set (Wagenmakers et al. 2015) consists of
102 rows and 25 columns. Each row corresponds to one participant.
Originally, 115 participants took part in the study; 48 turned the
rolls clockwise and 54 turned them counterclockwise. The remaining
participants were dropped from the data set due to missing values.
The key dependent variable is in the column ‘mean NEO’, which
contains the mean scores of each participant on the shortened 12-item
version of the openness to experience sub scale of the Neuroticism –
Extraversion – Openness Personality Inventory (NEO PI-R). The column ‘Rotation’ includes the crucial information about experimental
group membership.

7.3

Variables

• ParticipantNumber
– Type: Continuous
– Description: Number that indexes the participant.
• Condition
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Code for combination of rotation condition (clockwise/counterclockwise) and location of the answer option
“completely agree” (top of the page or bottom of the page). ‘1’
= counterclockwise & bottom; ‘2’ = clockwise & bottom, ‘3’ =
counterclockwise & top, ‘4’ = clockwise & top.
• q1_check
– Type: Continuous
– Description: Control question about pleasantness of the task:
“How pleasant did you think this task was?”, rated on a scale
from 0 (not at all) to 10 (very much).
• q2_check

Figure 7.3: Screenshot of five
rows and eight columns of the
Kitchen Rolls data (Wagenmakers et al. 2015).
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– Type: Continuous
– Description: Control question about effort invested in the task:
“How much effort did you have to invest in this task?”, rated on
a scale from 0 (very little) to 10 (very much).
• q3_check
– Type: Continuous
– Description: Control question for mood: “At this moment, how
do you feel?” on a scale from 0 (very bad) to 10 (very good).
• q4_check
– Type: Continuous
– Description: Control question for arousal: “At this moment, how
aroused are you?” on a scale from 0 (very relaxed) to 10 (very
aroused).
• q1_NEO, q2_NEO, ..., q12_NEO
– Type: Continuous
– Description: 12 questions of the NEO PI-R. Answers were given
on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = completely disagree to 5 = completely
agree).
• mean NEO
– Type: Continuous
– Description: Standardized mean score on the NEO PI-R that consists of 12 questions (variables q1_NEO, q2_NEO, ..., q12_NEO)
• Rotation
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Experimental group, that is, the direction in which
the kitchen roll was turned (‘clock’ = clockwise, ‘counter’ =
counterclockwise).
• Include
– Type: Categorical
– Description: ‘TRUE’ if included in the analysis, ‘FALSE’ if not.
• Age
– Type: Continuous
– Description: Age of the participant.
• Sex

kitchen rolls: independent samples t-test

– Type: Categorical
– Description: Gender of the participant (‘F’ = female, ‘M’ = male).
• Student
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Is the participant a student? (‘Y’ = yes, ‘N’ = no).
• Major Occupation
– Type: Categorical
– Description: The major (study) or the occupation of the participants.

7.4

Source

Wagenmakers, E.-J., Beek, T., Rotteveel, M., Gierholz, A., Matzke,
D., Steingroever, H., Ly, A., Verhagen, A. J., Selker, R., Sasiadek, A.,
and Pinto, Y. (2015). Turning the hands of time again: A purely
confirmatory replication study and a Bayesian analysis. Frontiers in
Psychology: Cognition, 6:494

7.5

Analysis Code

An annotated JASP file is available in the JASP Data Library and on
the OSF at https://osf.io/4ncdu/.

7.6

Example Analysis

To conduct a frequentist independent samples t-test, open the relevant analysis window under T-Tests → Independent Samples
T-Test option from the Common menu.
A screenshot of the relevant JASP input panel is shown in Figure 7.4. The variable of interest is the mean score on the NEO test,
and so the ‘mean NEO’ variable is dragged into the Dependent
Variables box. The experimental condition, ‘Rotation’, has to be
put into the Grouping Variable box.
Under Tests, tick the Student box. Because the alternative hypothesis is directional (turning the kitchen rolls clockwise should increase
openness to experience), select the Group 1 > Group 2 option under
Hypothesis section, specifying a one-sided test. The t-test assumes
that the dependent variable follows a normal distribution and has the
same variance in both groups. We need to check these assumptions,
so we select both options under Assumption Checks. Additionally, we
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Figure 7.4: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for analysis
of Kitchen Rolls data (Wagenmakers et al. 2015) using
independent samples t-test.

kitchen rolls: independent samples t-test
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tick the Descriptives box from the Additional Statistics menu to
display descriptive statistics for both experimental groups.
The JASP output is shown in Figures 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7. To obtain a
better understanding of the data and the possible differences between
the groups, it is usually a good idea to look at the descriptive statistics first. The Group Descriptives table in Figure 7.5 displays the
group means on the NEO test (‘clock’ = 0.641 vs. ‘counter’ = 0.713).
At first sight, this difference does not seem too large, but it does go
in the direction opposite to the one that was predicted, that is, participants in the clockwise group reported lower openness to experience
than participants in the couterclockwise group. The standard deviation of the two groups is almost equal (‘clock’ = 0.496 vs. ‘counter’ =
0.473).

Figure 7.5: JASP output for
the Kitchen Rolls data (Wagenmakers et al. 2015): Descriptive
statistics of openness to experience in the clockwise and
counterclockwise group.
Before considering the results of the t-test, we will first assess
whether the assumptions of the t-test are met. Figure 7.6 displays the
results of the assumption checks. The Shapiro-Wilk test of normality
is not statistically significant at the α = .05 level for either of the
groups. This means that we do not reject the null hypothesis of
normality and thus provisionally retain the hypothesis that the data
are normally distributed. Levene‘s test of equality is not statistically
significant at the α = .05 level either. This means that we do not reject
the null hypothesis that the variances of the experimental groups are
equal. Since both assumptions of the t-test have not been rejected, we
proceed to the results of the independent samples t-test.2
Figure 7.7 shows the results of the independent samples t-test.
With t(100) = −0.754, p = 0.453, the t-test is not significant at the
α = .05 level. Thus, we do not reject the hypothesis that the rotation
manipulation has no effect on openness to experience; there is a
difference between the two groups in the present sample, but it
likely does not generalize to the population. The conclusion of the
replication study is therefore inconsistent with the conclusions of the
original study.3

2
See Tijmstra (2018) for philosophical
and practical concerns about this usage
of assumption checks.

Note: it is statistically incorrect
to draw strong conclusions from a
comparison of p-values (e.g., Gelman
and Stern 2006, Nieuwenhuis et al.
2011). For a superior methodology see
Verhagen and Wagenmakers (2014).
3
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Figure 7.6: JASP output for the
Kitchen Rolls data (Wagenmakers et al. 2015): Shapiro-Wilk
test of normality and Levene’s
test of equal variances.

Figure 7.7: JASP output for the
Kitchen Rolls data (Wagenmakers et al. 2015): Independent
samples t-test.

kitchen rolls: independent samples t-test

7.7

Want to Know More?

3 Costa, P. T. and McCrae, R. R. (1992). NEO Personality Inventory
Professional Manual. Psychological Assessment Resources, Odessa,
FL
3 Gelman, A. and Stern, H. (2006). The difference between “significant" and “not significant" is not itself statistically significant. The
American Statistician, 60:328–331
3 Hoekstra, H. A., Ormel, J., and de Fruyt, F. (1996). Handleiding bij
de NEO Persoonlijkheids vragenlijsten NEO-PIR, NEO-FFI [manual for
the NEO Personality Inventories NEO-PI-R and NEO-FFI]. Swets &
Zeitlinger, Lisse, the Netherlands
3 Nieuwenhuis, S., Forstmann, B. U., and Wagenmakers, E.-J. (2011).
Erroneous analyses of interactions in neuroscience: A problem of
significance. Nature Neuroscience, 14:1105–1107
3 Tijmstra, J. (2018). Why checking model assumptions using
null hypothesis significance tests does not suffice: A plea for
plausibility. Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 25:548–559
3 Topolinski, S. and Sparenberg, P. (2012). Turning the hands of
time: Clockwise movements increase preference for novelty. Social
Psychological and Personality Science, 3:308–314
3 Verhagen, A. J. and Wagenmakers, E.-J. (2014). Bayesian tests to
quantify the result of a replication attempt. Journal of Experimental
Psychology: General, 143:1457–1475
3 Wagenmakers, E.-J., Beek, T., Rotteveel, M., Gierholz, A., Matzke,
D., Steingroever, H., Ly, A., Verhagen, A. J., Selker, R., Sasiadek, A.,
and Pinto, Y. (2015). Turning the hands of time again: A purely
confirmatory replication study and a Bayesian analysis. Frontiers in
Psychology: Cognition, 6:494
3 Wagenmakers, E.-J., Marsman, M., Jamil, T., Ly, A., Verhagen, A. J.,
Love, J., Selker, R., Gronau, Q. F., Šmíra, M., Epskamp, S., Matzke,
D., Rouder, J. N., and Morey, R. D. (2018). Bayesian inference for
psychology. Part I: Theoretical advantages and practical ramifications. Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 25:35–57
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8 Horizontal Eye Movements: Bayesian Independent
Samples T-Test
Description
This data set, Horizontal Eye Movements, provides the number of
correctly recalled words by two groups of participants - during the
retention interval, one group was instructed to fixate on a centrally
presented dot; the other group was instructed to execute horizontal saccades. Specifically, the authors described the experiment as
follows:
“Participants were presented with a list of neutral study words for a
subsequent free recall test. Prior to recall, participants were requested
to perform - depending on the experimental condition - either horizontal, vertical, or no eye movements (i.e., looking at a central fixation
point). The type of eye movement was thus manipulated between
subjects. As the effect of eye movement on episodic memory has
been reported to be influenced by handedness, we tested only strong
right-handed individuals. The dependent variable of interest was the
number of correctly recalled words.” (Matzke et al. 2015, p. e3)

In this example, we will consider only the horizonal eye-movement
condition and compare it to the control condition.

8.1

Purpose

This study was part of an adversarial collaboration between skeptics
(i.e., Dora Matzke, Hedderik van Rijn, and Eric-Jan Wagenmakers)
and proponents (i.e., Sander Nieuwenhuis and Heleen Slagter). The
skeptics questioned the hypothesis endorsed by the proponents that
recall performance improves when participants execute a series of
horizontal saccades immediately prior to recall (Matzke et al. 2015).
Here we use this example to demonstrate the Bayesian independent samples t-test in JASP. Specifically we assess whether participants who have just made a series of horizontal saccades recall more
words than those who did not.

Figure 8.1: Do horizontal saccades improve recall? Image by
annaharmsthiessen under CC0
license.
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8.2

Data Screenshot

The Horizontal Eye Movements data (Matzke et al. 2015) consists of
49 rows and 3 columns. Each row corresponds to one participant.
The original study (Matzke et al. 2015) used three groups; the data of
one group (vertical saccades) are not included in the present data set.

Figure 8.2: Screenshot of the
first four rows of the Horizontal
Eye Movements data (Matzke
et al. 2015).

8.3

Variables

• ParticipantNumber
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Number that indexes the participant.
• Condition
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Identification of the experimental conditions (‘Fixed’
= control group, ‘Horizontal’ = experimental group).
• CriticalRecall
– Type: Continuous
– Description: The number of correctly recalled words. The test list
consisted of 78 words.

8.4

Source

Matzke, D., Nieuwenhuis, S., van Rijn, H., Slagter, H. A., van der
Molen, M. W., and Wagenmakers, E.-J. (2015). The effect of horizontal eye movements on free recall: A preregistered adversarial
collaboration. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 144:e1–e15

horizontal eye movements: bayesian independent samples t-test

8.5

Analysis Code

An annotated JASP file is available on the OSF at https://osf.io/
u8j9y/.

8.6

Example Analysis

To conduct the Bayesian independent samples t-test, open the relevant analysis window under the T-tests → Bayesian Independent
Samples T-Test option from the Common menu.
A screenshot of the relevant JASP input panel is shown in Figure 8.3. The dependent variable is ‘Critical Recall’, while the grouping variable is the experimental ‘Condition’. Because our hypothesis
is that horizontal eye movements condition will benefit recall, we select the Group 1 < Group 2 under Hypothesis section (i.e., the mean
number of correctly recalled words is predicted to be smaller in the
‘Fixed’ condition than in the ‘Horizontal’ condition): in other words,
we specify a one-sided test. We use the default Cauchy distribution
with scale 0.707, but also select Bayes factor robustness check to
see how the Bayes factor changes with different scales.
The JASP output is shown in Figures 8.4, 8.5, 8.6, and 8.7. The
upper table in Figure 8.4 shows that the Bayes factor in favor of the
alternative hypothesis is about 0.09, which means that the data are
over 10 times (1/0.09) more likely under the null hypothesis of no
difference than under the alternative hypothesis that postulates a
beneficial effect of the horizontal eye-movements.
The lower table in Figure 8.4 appears after we select Descriptives
under Additional Statistics. The ‘Fixation’ group has a mean
number of correctly recalled words of 15.29 with 95% CI[12.60, 17.98],
whereas the ‘Horizonal’ group has a mean of 10.88 with 95% CI[9.10,
12.66]; in other words, the effect actually goes in the direction opposite to the one predicted by the alternative hypothesis. Specifically,
horizontal saccades appear to hurt recall performance rather than
help it. We can also see the patterns of the results in the Descriptives
plot in Figure 8.5, which can be obtained by ticking the Descriptive
plots option in the input panel.
In a Bayesian analysis, it is always advised (if possible) to visualize
the prior and posterior distribution for the effect of interest. This is
done by selecting the Prior and posterior plot in the input panel,
and the JASP output is shown in the Figure 8.6. The prior is non-zero
only for negative values (i.e., a consequence of specifying a onesided test, that is, imposing the restriction that recall performance
in the ‘Fixed’ group is smaller than that in the ‘Horizontal’ group)
and much of its mass is close to zero (i.e., small effects). However,
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Figure 8.3: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the analysis of the Horizonal Eye Movements data (Matzke et al. 2015)
using Bayesian one-sided independent samples t-test.

Figure 8.4: JASP output for the
Horizontal Eye Movements data
(Matzke et al. 2015): Bayesian
one-sided independent samples
t-test and descriptives of recall
in the control and experimental
groups.

horizontal eye movements: bayesian independent samples t-test
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Figure 8.5: JASP output for the
Horizontal Eye Movements
data (Matzke et al. 2015): The
descriptive plot of the sample means with 95% credible
intervals.

the prior is still relatively flat so it allows even large effects. The
posterior is peaked near zero, which reflects the fact that the effect is
actually in the direction opposite the one predicted by the alternative
hypothesis. As indicated by the grey dots, the point null hypothesis
became more probable having seen the data, which is numerically
expressed by the Bayes factor.1
In order to explore robustness, Figure 8.7 shows how the Bayes
factor changes as a function of the scale of the Cauchy distribution.
When the scale is small, the alternative hypothesis concentrates its
prior mass near zero, and therefore makes predictions that are similar
to those of null hypothesis; consequently, the data are less diagnostic
and the evidence in favor of the null hypothesis decreases. The
evidence in favor of the null grows as the scale gets larger because
the alternative hypothesis then puts more weight on large positive
effects. At all times the BF supports the null hypothesis, and so we
can conclude that the hypothesis of a beneficial effect of horizontal
eye movements on recall was not supported by the data.

1

See Dickey (1971).
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Figure 8.6: JASP output for the
Horizontal Eye Movements data
(Matzke et al. 2015): Prior and
posterior distributions of the
effect size.

Figure 8.7: JASP output for the
Horizontal Eye Movements data
(Matzke et al. 2015): The Bayes
factor robustness check.

horizontal eye movements: bayesian independent samples t-test
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Want to Know More?

3 Dickey, J. M. (1971). The weighted likelihood ratio, linear hypotheses
on normal location parameters. The Annals of Mathematical Statistics,
42:204–223

3 Matzke, D., Nieuwenhuis, S., van Rijn, H., Slagter, H. A., van der Molen,
M. W., and Wagenmakers, E.-J. (2015). The effect of horizontal eye
movements on free recall: A preregistered adversarial collaboration. Journal
of Experimental Psychology: General, 144:e1–e15
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9

Invisibility Cloak: Independent Samples T-Test

Description
This data set, Invisibility Cloak, provides the number of mischievous
acts committed by two groups of people, those with and those without an invisibility cloak. Specifically:
“I imagine a future in which we have some cloaks of invisibility to test
out. Given my slightly mischievous streak, the future me is interested
in the effect that wearing a cloak of invisibility has on the tendency
for mischief. I take 24 participants and place them in an enclosed
community. The community is riddled with hidden cameras so that we
can record mischievous acts. Half of the participants are given cloaks
of invisibility; they are told not to tell anyone else about their cloak
and that they can wear it whenever they like. I measure how many
mischievous acts they perform in a week.” (Field 2017, p. 755)

9.1

Purpose

Anyone who has read the Harry Potter books knows that the invisibility cloak is a useful attribute to have. However, the cloak can be
used for doing evil as its owner can get into various places unnoticed. Andy Field invites us to imagine that the invisibility cloak was
invented and sold by a company for profit. The company might be
interested whether and to what extend the act of wearing the cloak
tempts people to engage in mischief. This fictional data set presents
the outcome of a randomised trial to assess whether ot not the cloak
corrupts the mind.
Here, we use this data set to demonstrate the independent samples
t-test in JASP. Specifically, we will assess the adequacy of the null
hypothesis that the number of mischievous acts is the same for the
group with and without the invisibility cloak.

9.2

Figure 9.1: With a great cloak
comes a great responsibility.
Image on GetDrawings under
CC-BY-NC 4.0 license.

Data Screenshot

The invisibility cloak data set (Field 2013; 2017) consist of 24 rows
and 3 columns. Each row corresponds to one participant.

Figure 9.2: Interested in this
example? Check out the website that accompanies the book
by Andy Field: https://www.
discoveringstatistics.com/.
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Figure 9.3: Screenshot of the
first five rows of the Invisibility
Cloak data (Field 2017).

9.3

Variables

• Participant
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Participant ID.
• Cloak
– Type: Categorical
– Description: The experimental conditions (‘0’ = no cloak, ‘1’ =
cloak).
• Mischief
– Type: Continuous
– Description: The number of mischievous acts commited.

9.4

Source

This fictional data set comes from Field, A. P. (2017). Discovering
Statistics Using IBM SPSS Statistics (5th ed.). London: Sage. The data
set was constructed by Andy Field who therefore owns the copyright.
Andy Field generously agreed that we can include the data set in
the JASP data library. This data set is also publicly available on
the website that accompanies Andy Field’s book: https://edge.
sagepub.com/field5e. Without Andy Field‘s explicit consent, this
data set may not be distributed for commercial purposes, this data
set may not be edited, and this data set may not be presented without
acknowledging its source (i.e., the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND license;
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

invisibility cloak: independent samples t-test
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Analysis Code

An annotated JASP file is available in the JASP Data Library and on
the OSF at https://osf.io/x6p7m/.

9.6

Example Analysis

To conduct the frequentist independent samples t-test, open the
relevant analysis window under the T-test → Independent Samples
T-Test option from the Common menu.
A screenshot of the relevant JASP input panel is shown in Figure 9.4. The dependent variable is ‘Mischief’, and the grouping
variable is ‘Cloak’. We test the two-sided hypothesis, so under
Hypothesis we don’t have to change anything.1 We can request
both the Student and the Welch t-test, so that we can compare the
results assuming and not assuming, respectively, equality of variances between the groups. This assumption can be also checked
under the Assumption Checks section, along with test of normality,
by selecting Equality of variances and Normality box, respectively.
We can also request additional output under Additional Statistics
such as the difference in means by ticking the Location parameter
box, the effect size (Cohen’s d) by ticking the Effect size box, and
select descriptives ticking the Descriptives and Descriptives plots
boxes.
The JASP output is shown in Figures 9.5, 9.6, and 9.7. Figure
9.5 shows that the Student t-test is not statistically significant at
the α = .05 level (t(22) = −1.7134, p = 0.101). The results for the
Welch t-test are essentially the same. Levene’s test for the equality
of variances was also not statistically significant. The normality
assumption was not rejected for either of the two groups (Shapiro–
Wilk’s test (W = 0.913, p = 0.231 and W = 0.973, p = 0.936, for groups
with and without the cloak, respectively). The differences between
the groups are visualized in Figure 9.7.
Based on the analysis we performed, we cannot reject the null
hypothesis that the cloak of invisibility is harmless.

This is for educational purposes
only. The hypothesized direction is
evident and one might well argue that a
one-sided test is more appropriate.

1
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Figure 9.4: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the analysis of the Invisibility Cloak
data (Field 2017) using the
independent samples t-test.

Figure 9.5: JASP output for the
Invisibility Cloak data (Field
2017): Independent samples
t-test.

invisibility cloak: independent samples t-test
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Figure 9.6: JASP output for the
Invisibility Cloak data (Field
2017): Shapiro Wilk test of
normality, and Levene’s test of
Equality of Variances.

Figure 9.7: JASP output for the
Invisibility Cloak data (Field
2017): Descriptives plot. The
dots represent the mean number of mischiefs and whiskers
the 95 % confidence intervals.
‘0’ = group without a cloak, ‘1’
= Group with a cloak.
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Want to Know More?

3 Field, A. (2017). Discovering statistics using IBM SPSS statistics.
London: SAGE, 5th edition

Part III

ANOVA

10

Pain Thresholds: One-Way ANOVA

Description
This data set, Pain Thresholds, provides pain threshold for people
with different hair color. Specifically:
“Studies conducted at the University of Melbourne indicate that
there may be a difference between the pain thresholds of blonds and
brunettes. Men and women of various ages were divided into four
categories according to hair colour: light blond, dark blond, light
brunette, and dark brunette. Each person in the experiment was given
a pain threshold score based on his or her performance in a pain
sensitivity test (the higher the score, the higher the person’s pain
tolerance).” (excerpt from http://www.statsci.org/data/oz/blonds.
html)

10.1

Purpose

The purpose of the original study by McClave and Dietrich (1991)
was to
“determine whether hair colour is related to the amount of pain
produced by common types of mishaps and assorted types of trauma.”
(excerpt from http://www.statsci.org/data/oz/blonds.html)

Here we use this data set to demonstrate the Bayesian and frequentist one-way ANOVA in JASP. Specifically, we will test whether
people with different hair colors do not differ in their pain thresholds.

10.2

Data Screenshot

The Pain Thresholds data set consists of 19 rows and 3 columns. Each
row corresponds to one participant.

Figure 10.1: What does hair
color have to do with pain
perception? Image on pxhere
under CC0 license.
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10.3

Variables

• V1
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Number that indexes the participant.
• Hair Color
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Hair color of the participant (‘Light Blond’; ‘Dark
Blond’; ‘Light Brunette’; ‘Dark Brunette’).
• Pain Tolerance
– Type: Continuous
– Description: Score on a pain sensitivity test (the higher the score,
the higher the pain tolerance).

10.4

Source

McClave, J. T. and Dietrich, F. H. (1991). Statistics. Dellen Publishing,
San Francisco, Exercise 10.20, http://www.statsci.org/data/oz/
blonds.html

10.5

Analysis Code

An annotated JASP file is available in the JASP Data Library and on
the OSF at https://osf.io/gq5w2/.

Figure 10.2: Screenshot of the
first eight rows of the Pain
Thresholds data (McClave and
Dietrich 1991).

pain thresholds: one-way anova

10.6
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Example Analysis

To assess whether people with different hair colors do not differ in
their mean pain tolerance, we conduct a one-way ANOVA, both in a
Bayesian and frequentist framework.
To conduct the frequentist one-way ANOVA, select ANOVA →
ANOVA in the Common menu. A screenshot of the relevant JASP input
panel is shown in Figure 10.3. Drag ‘Pain Tolerance’ in the Dependent
Variable box and ‘Hair Color’ in the Fixed Factors box.

Figure 10.3: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the analysis of the Pain Thresholds data
(McClave and Dietrich 1991)
using the frequentist ANOVA:
Model setup.

The result of the of the frequentist ANOVA, displayed in Figure 10.4, shows that ‘Hair Color’ is statistically significantly associated with ‘Pain Tolerance’ at the α = 0.05 level, F(3,15) = 6.79, p =
0.004. This means that we may feel licensed to reject the null hypothesis that people with different hair colors do not differ in their pain
tolerance.

Figure 10.4: JASP output for the
Pain Thresholds data (McClave
and Dietrich 1991): Frequentist
ANOVA.

To conduct the Bayesian one-way ANOVA, select ANOVA → Bayesian
ANOVA in the Common menu. Then, as in the frequentist setting, drag

‘Pain Tolerance’ in the Dependent Variable box and ‘Hair Color’ in
the Fixed Factors box. To gain a better idea of the distribution of
group means, we plot the group means by dragging ‘Hair Color’ in
the Horizontal axis box in under Descriptive Plots section (see
Figure 10.5). Tick the Credible interval box to display credible
intervals around the group means.
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Figure 10.5: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the analysis of the Pain Thresholds data
(McClave and Dietrich 1991)
using ANOVA: Descriptive
plots with confidence intervals.

The JASP output is shown in Figures 10.6 and 10.7. Figure 10.6
shows that BF10 , the Bayes factor in favor of the alternative hypothesis, is 11.969. This means that the data are approximately 12 times
more likely under the model that includes a ‘Hair Color’ effect. This
can be considered strong evidence for the alternative hypothesis (Lee
and Wagenmakers 2013, Jeffreys 1939).

Figure 10.6: JASP output for the
Pain Thresholds data (McClave
and Dietrich 1991): Bayesian
ANOVA.

Figure 10.7 displays the group means of levels of the ‘Hair Color’
factor with error bars indicating the 95% CI’s. On a descriptive level,
‘Light Blond’ is associated with the highest pain tolerance, followed
by ‘Dark Blond’, ‘Light Brunette’, and ‘Dark Brunette’. However, to
test this particular order, one would have to conduct a follow up test.
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Figure 10.7: JASP output for the
Pain Thresholds data (McClave
and Dietrich 1991): Descriptives
plot. Mean ‘Pain Tolerance’ of
each ‘Hair Color’ group are
shown with error bars displaying the 95% credible intervals
around the point estimate.
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11

Facebook Friends: One-Way ANOVA

Figure 11.1: As of 14th November 2019, JASP has 2,860
friends.

Description
This data set, Facebook Friends, provides preference ratings for
Facebook profiles – five groups judge the same profiles, except for the
aspect that was manipulated: the number of friends for that profile.
Specifically:
“Participants examined one of five stimuli, each containing a Facebook
profile mock-up. Elements of these stimuli (e.g. photographs, wall

Figure 11.2: Interested in this
example? Check out the website that accompanies the book
by Moore, McCabe, and Craig:
whfreeman.com/ips7e.
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posts, etc.) remained constant over the five versions, with the exception
of the number of friends which appeared on the profile as 102, 302, 502,
702, or 902. [...] Data were collected on the physical and social attractiveness of the profile owner using measures created by McCroskey
and McCain (1974).” (Tong et al. 2008, p. 540)

11.1

Purpose

The purpose of the original study was to assess whether having
‘too many’ friends on a Facebook profile harms the person’s social
attractiveness.
“In social networking systems, social norms apply in assessing whether
friending reaches a point of incredulity or foolishness. Offline, there
seems to be no upper limit to the number of friends one can have; the
bigger one’s social network, the higher the ratings of positive attributes
(i. e., ‘Jane has lots of friends, she must be so likable, kind, trustworthy,
etc.’). Gross excesses that Facebook can facilitate appear to violate
this relationship. After a point, too many connections may result in
negative judgments.[...] Terms like ‘Friendster whore’ suggest that
in this new domain of online social networks, there comes a point
when too many apparent friendship connections becomes too much
of a good thing. When the number of friends becomes implausible,
apparent sociometric popularity becomes a hindrance, rather than an
advantage, to the good impression of the profile owner.” (Tong et al.
2008, p. 538)

Here we use this data set to demonstrate the one-way ANOVA
with quadratic contrasts in JASP. Specifically, in line with to the
expectation from Tong et al. (2008) above, we will test whether the
social attractiveness ratings of a Facebook profile initially raises with
the number of Facebook friends, but then declines with a very large
number of friends.

11.2

Data Screenshot

The Facebook friends data set consists of 134 rows and 3 columns.
Each row corresponds to one participant.

11.3

Variables

• Friends
– Type: Categorical
– Description: The experimental condition (number of Facebook
friends shown on the profile) divided across five categories (102,
302, 502, 702, and 902 friends).

facebook friends: one-way anova

• Participant
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Number that indexes the participant.
• Score
– Type: Continuous
– Description: The mean of seven social attractiveness items.
Scores ranges from 1 (not attractive) to 7 (very attractive).

11.4

Source

Tong, S. T., Van Der Heide, B., Langwell, L., and Walther, J. B. (2008).
Too much of a good thing? The relationship between number of
friends and interpersonal impressions on Facebook. Journal of
Computer-Mediated Communication, 13:531–549
This example analysis is based on Chapter 12 (p. 603–627) in
Moore, D. S., McCabe, G. P., and Craig, B. A. (2012). Introduction to
the Practice of Statisics. New York: Freeman, 7th edition, with available
resources at whfreeman.com/ips7e.

11.5

Analysis Code

An annotated JASP file is available on the OSF at https://osf.io/
x5hjm/.

11.6

Example Analysis

To conduct a one-way ANOVA, select the relevant analysis window
under the ANOVA → ANOVA option from the Common menu. Screenshots of the relevant JASP input panel are shown in Figures 11.4
and 11.5. The setup for the analysis is straightforward: drag the
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Figure 11.3: Screenshot of the
first five rows of the Facebook
Friends data (Tong et al. 2008)
as reported in Moore et al.
(2012).
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‘Score’ variable (the social attractiveness ratings) into the Dependent
Variable box and drag ‘Friends’ (experimental condition) to the
Fixed Factors box. To obtain the estimate of effect size, select η 2
from the Additional Options section. In order to test whether social attractiveness rises with the number of Facebook friends at first,
but then declines for a very large number or friends, we conduct a
quadratic contrast analysis. Open the Contrast section and select the
polynomial contrast for the ‘Friends’ factor, as shown in Figure 11.4.
The JASP output of the one-way ANOVA is displayed in Figures 11.6, 11.7, and 11.8. The default ANOVA procedure yields the
standard partitioning of the variance into the between-group and
within-group variances, as well as the F-test for the significance of
the group differences. In our case, the between-group variance is
the systematic variation that can be explained through the ‘Friends’
factor. The within-group variance is the residual variance. The results show that F(4, 129) = 4.142, p = 0.003: the effect of Facebook
friends is statistically significant at the α = 0.05 level. This means it
is unlikely that these group differences (or more extreme) would be
observed if the number of Facebook friends had no impact on the
social attractiveness ratings. The experimental manipulation explains
about 11% of the total variance of the ‘Score’ variable (η 2 = 0.114).
The JASP output for the results of the contrast analysis can be
found in Figure 11.7. JASP automatically computes linear, quadratic,
cubic, and quartic contrasts and presents them in a table below the
ANOVA output. We are interested in the quadratic contrast, as we
test whether the social attractiveness rating first rises with the number of Facebook friends but then declines with a very large number
of friends. Figure 11.7 shows that the quadratic contrast is significant,
c = −0.747, t(129) = −3.364, p = 0.001).1 This result should be also
inspected visually. To do this, we can open the Descriptives Plots
section and put the ‘Friends’ factor into the Horizontal axis box.
Then, tick the Display error bars box and select the Confidence
interval option. The plot displayed in Figure 11.8 shows the pattern
of the group means, which supports the hypothesis that social attractiveness first rises with an increasing number of Facebook friends,
but then declines..

Figure 11.4: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the analysis of the Facebook Friends
data (Tong et al. 2008) using
ANOVA: Specifying polynomial
contrasts.

NB. In order to be tested properly,
such a hypothesis ought to be formulated before seeing the data (e.g., De
Groot 2014)

1
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Figure 11.5: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the analysis of the Facebook Friends
data (Tong et al. 2008) using a
one-way ANOVA: Model setup.

Figure 11.6: JASP output for the
Facebook Friends data (Tong
et al. 2008): One-way ANOVA.
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Figure 11.7: JASP output for the
Facebook Friends data (Tong et
al., 2008): Polynomial contrast.

Figure 11.8: JASP output for the
Facebook friends data (Tong
et al., 2008): Descriptives plot.
Observed means of social attractiveness ratings are shown with
95% confidence intervals.

facebook friends: one-way anova
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Response to Eye Color: One-Way ANOVA

Description
This data set, Response to Eye Color, provides post-advertisement
attitudes towards a brand expressed by four different groups - each
group saw the same advertisement except for the aspect that was
manipulated: the eye-color of the model. Specifically:
“[...] students in marketing and management classes [...] were presented one of four portfolios. Each portfolio contained a target advertisement (ad) for a fictional product. Students were asked to view
the ad and then respond to questions concerning their attitudes and
emotions about the ad and product.[...] The target ads were created
using two digital photographs of a model. In one picture the model
is looking directly at the camera so the eyes can be seen. This picture
was used in three target ads. The only difference was the model’s eyes,
which were made to be either brown, blue, or green. In the second
picture, the model is in virtually the same pose but looking downward
so the eyes are not visible.”(Moore et al. 2012, p. 627)

12.1

Figure 12.1: Which eye color
benefits advertisement the
most? Image by Lohrelei under
CC0 license.

Purpose

The purpose of the original study was to assess whether eye gaze
and eye color of a model posing on an advert have an impact on
perception of a brand.
“Research from a variety of fields has found significant effects of
eye gaze and eye color on emotions and perceptions such as arousal,
attractiveness, and honesty. These findings suggest that a model’s eyes
may play a role in a viewer’s response to an ad.” (Moore et al. 2012, p.
627)

Here we use this example to demonstrate the one-way ANOVA
to test the adequacy of a null hypothesis stating that eye-color of
the model used in an advertisement does not influence the attitudes
towards the brand.

Figure 12.2: Interested in this
example? Check out the website that accompanies the book
by Moore, McCabe, and Craig:
whfreeman.com/ips7e.
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12.2

Data Screenshot

The Response to Eye Color data set (Moore et al. 2012) consists of 77
rows and 3 columns. Each row corresponds to one participant.

12.3

Variables

• Group
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Experimental condition (‘Blue’ = Model with blue
eyes, ‘Brown’ = Model with brown eyes, ‘Green’= Model with
green eyes, ‘Down’ = Model’s eye color cannot be seen).
• Subj
– Type: Categorical
– Description: Number that indexes the participant.
• Score
– Type: Continuous
– Description: An average of ten survey questions about attitudes
toward the brand (7-point Likert scale). Higher averages correspond to more positive attitudes.

12.4

Source

Simpson, P. M., Sturges, D. L., and Tanguma, J. (2008). The eyes have it,
or do they? The effects of model eye color and eye gaze on consumer
ad response. The Journal of Applied Business and Economics, 8:60–72.
This example analysis is based on Chapter 12 (p. 627–629) in
Moore, D. S., McCabe, G. P., and Craig, B. A. (2012). Introduction to

Figure 12.3: Screenshot of the
first 5 rows of the Response to
Eye Color data (Moore et al.
2012).

response to eye color: one-way anova
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the Practice of Statisics. New York: Freeman, 7th edition, with available
resources at whfreeman.com/ips7e.

12.5

Analysis Code

An annotated JASP file is available in the JASP Data Library and on
the OSF at https://osf.io/jr4zs/.

12.6

Example Analysis

To conduct the one-way ANOVA, open the relevant analysis window
under the ANOVA → ANOVA option from the Common menu.
Screenshots of the relevant JASP input panel are shown in Figures 12.4, 12.5, and 12.6. Put ‘Score’ in the Dependent Variable
box, and ‘Group’ in the Fixed Factors box. Under the Assumption
Checks section, select both boxes (Homogeneity tests and Q-Q plot
of residuals). As shown in Figure 12.5, to create a descriptives plot
with confidence intervals, open the Descriptives Plots section, put
‘Group’ into the Horizontal axis box, and select Display error
bars with the default option of the 95% Confidence intervals. As
shown in Figure 12.6, we open the Additional Options section, select Descriptive statistics, Estimates of effect size (with the
default option of η 2 ), and the Vovk-Selke maximum p-ratio.

Figure 12.4: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the analysis of the Response to Eye Color
data (Moore et al. 2012) using a
one-way ANOVA: Model setup
and Assumption checks.
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Figure 12.5: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the analysis of the Response to Eye Color
data (Moore et al. 2012) using a
one-way ANOVA: Descriptives
plot.

Figure 12.6: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the analysis of the Response to Eye Color
data (Moore et al. 2012) using a
one-way ANOVA: Requesting
descriptive statistics, effect size,
and Vovk-Sellke Maximum
p-ratio.

response to eye color: one-way anova

The JASP output is shown in Figures 12.9, 12.7, 12.8, and 12.10.
Figures 12.7 and 12.8 show the results for the assumption checks.
The assumption of equality of variances is not rejected, but the distributions within the groups have possibly slightly lighter tails than
a normal distribution as indicated by the ‘S’ shape of the Q-Q plot,
possibly due to ceiling and floor artifacts of the Likert scales. Below,
we first interpret the results of ANOVA and then assess whether the
conclusions change when a nonparametric test is applied.
Figure 12.9 shows that the null hypothesis of no difference between the experimental groups ought to be rejected at the conventional α = 0.05 level; F (3,218) = 2.894, p = 0.036, η 2 = 0.038. However,
the grouping variable captures only 3.8% of the variance in the attitudes. The Vovk-Selke maximum p-ratio (VS-MPR) indicates that the
observed p-value is only about 3 times more likely to occur under the
best alternative hypothesis than under the null hypothesis.1

Figure 12.10 shows the plot for the means with 95% confidence
intervals. It is apparent that the group differences are relatively small.
Figure 12.11 shows how to conduct a non-parametric KruskalWallis test. Open the Nonparametrics section and put ‘Group’ to the
window on the right.
The results from Kruskal-Wallis test, shown in Figure 12.12, corroborates the results from the ANOVA (H(3) = 8.663, p = 0.034): the
effect seems to be robust against the violation of normality.
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1
For an intuitive explanation of the
VS-MPR see https://jasp-stats.org/
2017/06/12/mysterious-vs-mpr/.

Figure 12.7: JASP output for
the Response to Eye Color data
(Moore et al. 2012): Levene’s
test of Equality of Variances.
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Figure 12.8: JASP output for
the Response to Eye Color data
(Moore et al. 2012): Q-Q plot of
residuals. If the data follow a
normal distribution within the
groups, the data points should
fall on the diagonal.

Figure 12.9: JASP output for
the Response to Eye Color data
(Moore et al. 2012): One-way
ANOVA.

response to eye color: one-way anova
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Figure 12.10: JASP output for
the Response to Eye Color data
(Moore et al. 2012): Descriptives
plot. Observed means of the
‘Score’ are shown with 95%
confidence intervals for each
experimental group.

Figure 12.11: Screenshot of the
JASP input panel for the analysis of the Response to Eye Color
data (Moore et al. 2012) using a
Kruskal-Wallis test.

Figure 12.12: JASP output for
the Response to Eye Color data
(Moore et al. 2012): KruskalWallis test.
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or do they? The effects of model eye color and eye gaze on consumer ad
response. The Journal of Applied Business and Economics, 8:60–72
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